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2 FOOT TESTER.

introducing the first dedicated dual footwear station, offering repeatable checks on both right and left

feet at the same time.

Simply stand on the two

stainless steel foot prints, and

push the "Press to test" button.

High bright LED's indicate one

of the following: High fail,

Pass, or Low fail, depending

on the resistance of your shoes,

heel straps, or toe straps an

independent measurement is

taken simultaneously of both

right and left feet at the same

time. Other footwear stations

can only measure one foot at a

time, or the combined

resistance of both feet. The two

foot tester reduces footwear

testing time by half, and offers

the operator a visual and

audible measurement of pass

or fail of both feet before

entering the EPA.

The tester is powered by a 9

volt PP3 Alkaline battery, or (9

volt DC mains power supply

not included).

Features Red high/low fail &

green pass LED's for both

RIGHT & LEFT feet.

Yellow Battery low LED.

Test range is between .9-35

megOhms.

The factory set resistance can

be altered in accordance to

your country resistance

specific<1tions.

Sturdy plastic coated mCl<11 frame with W<11\ mounting bracket as sl<!ndard.
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Parameters were set to 900k low and 35megohms high.
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Parameters were set to 900k low and 35megohms high.
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